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Abstract

Disclaimer: This paper contains material that001
many will find offensive or hateful.002

Hate speech and offensive texts are examples of003
damaging online content that target or promote004
hatred towards a group or individual member005
based on their actual or perceived features of006
identification, such as race, religion, or sexual007
orientation. Sharing violent and offensive con-008
tent has had a significant negative impact on009
society. These hate speech and offensive con-010
tent generally contains societal biases in them.011
With the rise of online hate speech, automatic012
detection of such biases as a natural language013
processing task is getting popular. However,014
not much research has been done to detect unin-015
tended social bias from toxic language datasets.016
In this paper, we introduce a new dataset from017
an existing toxic language dataset, to detect018
social biases along with their categories and019
targeted groups. We then report baseline per-020
formances of both classification and generation021
tasks on our curated dataset using transformer-022
based models. Our study motivates a system-023
atic extraction of social bias data from toxic024
language data.025

1 Introduction026

It is easier than ever to freely express thoughts on027

a wide range of topics in the age of social media028

and communications. This openness leads to a029

flood of beneficial information that can help peo-030

ple be more productive and make better decisions.031

According to a research, the global number of ac-032

tive social media users has just surpassed four bil-033

lion, accounting for more than half of the world’s034

population. During the next five years, the user035

base is predicted to continuously increase. Vari-036

ous studies(Plaisime et al., 2020) says that children037

and teenagers, who are susceptible, make up a big038

share of social media users. Unfortunately, this039

increasing number of social media users also leads040

to increase in toxicity(Matamoros-Fernández and041

Farkas, 2021). Sometimes these toxicity give birth 042

to violence and hate crimes. It not just affect an in- 043

dividual, most of the time whole community suffer 044

from its severity. 045

The movies and television shows we watch, and 046

the books and articles we read, as well as the social 047

media and meetings in which we participate and the 048

people we surround ourselves with, all influence 049

us. We have different perspectives based on our 050

race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and a 051

whole array of other factors. These perspectives 052

sometimes lead to biases that influence how we see 053

the world, even if we are not conscious of them. 054

Biases like this have the potential to lead us to make 055

decisions that are neither intelligent nor just. And 056

when these biases are expressed in the form of hate 057

speech and offensive texts, it becomes painful for 058

certain community. While some of these biases are 059

implied, most of the explicit biases can be found in 060

the form of hate speech and offensive texts. 061

More generally, in this paper, we expand on the 062

above ideas by proposing a novel multi-level hier- 063

archical annotation schema that encompasses the 064

following two general categories: 065

A: Detection of Bias 066

B: Categorization of Bias and its targeted group 067

In the following section we discuss various es- 068

tablished works which are aligned with our work. 069

In section 3, we discuss about the dataset creation 070

process which is followed by experiments and eval- 071

uations in section 4. 072

2 Related Work 073

Unfortunately, offensive content poses some 074

unique challenges to researchers and practition- 075

ers. First and foremost, even defining what quali- 076

fies as abuse/offensive is not straightforward. Un- 077

like other types of malicious activity, e.g., spam 078

or malware, the accounts carrying out this type 079

of behavior are usually controlled by humans, not 080

bots(Founta et al., 2018).The term “offensive lan- 081
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guage” describes a broad category of content that082

includes hate speech, profanity, threats, cyberbully083

and various ethnic and racial slurs (Kaur et al.,084

2021).085

Hate Speech is a speech that targets disadvan-086

taged social groups in a manner that is potentially087

harmful to them(Davidson et al., 2017). Accord-088

ing to (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018), Hate speech is089

a language that attacks or diminishes, that incites090

violence or hate against groups, based on specific091

characteristics such as physical appearance, reli-092

gion, national or ethnic origin, sexual orientation,093

gender identity or other, and it can occur with differ-094

ent linguistic styles, even in subtle forms or when095

humor is used.096

While a lot of the research has been done to de-097

tect these toxic languages, the biased association098

of different marginalized groups is still a major099

challenge in the models trained for toxic language100

detection(Kim et al., 2020; Xia et al., 2020). This101

is mainly due to the bias in annotated data which102

creates the wrong associations of many lexical fea-103

tures with specific labels(Dixon et al., 2018). Lack104

of social context of the post creator also affect the105

annotation process leading to bias against certain106

communities in the dataset(Sap et al., 2019). In107

(Davidson et al., 2019) only racial bias in five dif-108

ferent sets of Twitter data annotated for hate speech109

and abusive language are studied. A similar study110

have been done in (Sap et al., 2020), where dataset111

has both categorical and free-text annotation and112

generation framework as core model.113

3 Dataset114

People frequently hold prejudices, stereotypes, and115

discrimination against those outside their own so-116

cial group. Positive and negative social bias refers117

to a preference for or against persons or groups118

based on their social identities (e.g., race, gender,119

etc.). When individuals act on their biases, this120

is considered discrimination. Members of certain121

social groups (e.g., Women, Muslims, Transgender122

people) are more likely to experience discrimina-123

tion due to living in a society that does not ad-124

equately promote equity. In this study, we have125

considered five prevalent social biases:126

• Gender: Favoritism towards one gender over127

other. It can be of the following types: Alpha,128

Beta or Sexism(Park et al., 2018).129

• Religion: Bias against individuals on the ba-130

Categories Targets
Political liberal, conservative, feminist, etc.
Religion christian, jew, hindu, atheist, etc.
Gender men, women
LGBTQ gay,lesbian,homosexual,etc.
Race black, white, asian, canadians,etc.

Table 1: Bias annotation categories and targets
.

sis of religion or religious belief. e.g. Chris- 131

tianity, Islam, Scientology etc(Muralidhar, 132

2021). 133

• Race: Favouritism for a group of people hav- 134

ing common visible physical traits, common 135

origins, language etc. It is related to dialect, 136

color, appearance, regional or societal percep- 137

tion(Sap et al., 2019). 138

• LGBTQ: Prejudice towards LGBTQ commu- 139

nity people. It can be due to societal percep- 140

tion or physical appearance. 141

• Political: Prejudice against/towards individu- 142

als on the basis of their political beliefs. For 143

example: liberals, conservatives, etc. 144

For all of these categories, target terms are the 145

communities towards which bias is targeted. 146

3.1 Annotation 147

The dataset we used for annotation is collected 148

from a Kaggle competition named “Jigsaw Unin- 149

tended Bias in Toxicity Classification (jig, 2019; 150

Research Data, 2018)". It has around 2M 151

Wikipedia comments annotated for toxicity. The 152

data also has several other toxicity subtype at- 153

tributes such as severe toxicity, obscene, threat, 154

insult, identity_attack, sexual_explicit. 155

On observing this dataset closely, we found that 156

all of the columns are redundant for bias detec- 157

tion task except the identity_attack column. Iden- 158

tity_attack shows denigration of the comment to- 159

wards some identity. This identity could be related 160

to race, religion, political, gender or sexual orien- 161

tation. So, we filtered out only those comments 162

for which identity_attack values are greater than 163

or equal to 0.5. On observing this filtered dataset 164

closely, we found that many of them contain some 165

kind of social bias. We have considered only five 166

bias categories for our annotation, which are listed 167

in the Table 1 along with targets. We did not in- 168

clude other categories due to their low presence in 169
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comment text label category target implication
I wish gay men would just leave children alone. biased lgbtq gays gays are pedophiles
Islam, unfortunately, is a violent cult. biased religion muslims muslims are violent
Why does Netflix hate gay people? unbiased - - -
Liberal women are so #k̂ing ugly! biased political,gender liberals,women hatred towards liberal women

Table 2: Annotation of Bias along with its category, targeted groups and implication

the original dataset. Along with types and targets,170

implications are also annotated. Sample annotation171

of this filtered dataset is shown in Table 2.172

A total of 3000 instances were annotated with173

multiple labels(Refer A.3 and table 6 for more de-174

tails). To check the consistency of our framework175

and to categorize biases, two different annotators176

annotated the data independently. Inter-annotator177

agreement for first 1500 instances were calculated178

and the Cohen’s Kappa (Hsu and Field, 2003) score179

of 50.3 was observed with total agreement score180

to be 86%. The distribution of data among mul-181

tiple categories is shown in the figure 1. All the182

disagreement between annotators were resolved by183

adjudication with the help of an expert.184

3.2 Annotation Challenges185

While annotating toxic datasets, several challenges186

have been observed, which needs to be resolved187

in order to annotate and create a consistent dataset.188

First, is quoting someone else statement considered189

as bias? For example:190

Trump said "Mexicans are rapists and drug deal-191

ers".192

While one may argue that such statements are193

not biased as they are simply quoting someone194

else opinions that are not theirs, but we decided to195

annotate them as biased because quoting someone’s196

else statement is equally harmful and damaging.197

On the other hand, we believe that asking ques-198

tions about an issue may not lead to bias. For199

example:200

Black idiot or white idiot. What is the difference?201

For this statement, two schools of thought may202

emerge. One could think that this statement is203

about an idiot in general without discriminating204

on the basis of race. So it will not be a bias. On205

the other hand, for some people, this statement206

could also mean that both the blacks and whites are207

referred as idiots here.208

We also encountered statements lacking context209

and statements made as a personal attack. These210

instances were not flagged as bias. Some sarcastic211

instances were also observed and were labelled212

7.23%
44.71%

31.70% 10.56%
2.80%
3.00%

Multiclass
Race
Religion
LGBTQ
Political
Gender

Figure 1: Distribution of data among different cate-
gories. It is observed that some instances qualified for
multiple bias categories(7.23%).

appropriately. 213

4 Experiments and Evaluation 214

In this section we will be discussing about differ- 215

ent models trained for detection of social biases 216

and their categories. For all our experiment, we 217

split the data into train(0.75), dev.(0.10), test(0.15). 218

Before bias detection, we started with identity at- 219

tack detection, which is a trivial binary class clas- 220

sification. For this we used a BI-LSTM(Huang 221

et al., 2015) with two word embeddings, FastText 222

crawl 300d (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and Glove 223

300d(Pennington et al., 2014). After identity attack 224

detection, several model architectures were tried 225

to detect biases, which is our primary goal. We 226

will discuss each of them in detail in the following 227

subsections. 228

4.1 Hierarchical Model 229

In hierarchical model, identity attack detection, 230

bias detection and category classification was done 231

in three level respectively. The identity attack was 232

detected using above LSTM model. 12 layer BERT 233

base uncased was used to detect biases and their 234

categories subsequently. 235

4.2 Multi-task Learning 236

Multi Task Learning, in the context of classifica- 237

tion, tries to improve the performance of numerous 238

classification problems by learning them together. 239
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Model P R F1 Acc
Hierarchical 0.84 0.56 0.57±0.01 0.84
Multi-task 0.41 0.50 0.45±0.00 0.82
GPT2 0.72 0.61 0.63±0.06 0.81

Table 3: Results for bias detection. Standard deviation
of 3 runs(for F1) are reported.

Model P R F1 Acc
Hierarchical 0.81 0.75 0.76±0.02 0.93
Multi-task 0.77 0.75 0.77±0.02 0.93

Table 4: Results for Bias Category Detection
.

So instead of predicting bias and its category in two240

steps, we can train a model to predict them simul-241

taneously in one step. This model was also built242

using BERT base uncased (Devlin et al., 2019). It243

had to predict two labels. In label 1 it would predict244

whether the text has bias or not and in label 2 it will245

predict the bias categories such as race, religion,246

LGBTQ, political, and/or gender.247

We have reported precision(P), recall(R), F1248

(macro values for all), and accuracy(Acc) for both249

experiments with best numbers in bold.250

4.3 Generation Framework251

Considering the efficacy of GPT(Radford and252

Narasimhan, 2018) based model for classification,253

conditional generation tasks(Sap et al., 2020), we254

frame the prediction of categorical variables and255

implications as generation task. The input is a256

sequence of tokens as in Equation1, where wi257

are the tokens corresponding to comment text and258

[BOS], [SEP], [EOS] are start token, separator to-259

ken and end token respectively. Two task specific260

tokens([BON], [BOFF]) were added to the token261

vocabulary which were used as w[bias ] in the in-262

put. As we have many inputs with multiple bias263

categories and targets, we combine them using a264

comma separator in the raw text. While encoding265

the input we use w[C]i , w[T]i as the token corre-266

sponding to them respectively. Similarly, w[R]i is267

Variables BLEU-2 RougeL
Categories 61.60±0.96 88.23±1.23
Target names 52.95±2.84 77.58±4.21
Implications 33.4±1.55 39.5±1.20

Table 5: Evaluation of various generation tasks. The
standard deviations for 3 runs are also reported.

used for representing the tokens corresponding to 268

implications. 269

x = {[BOS], wi, [SEP] w[bias ], [SEP]

w[C]i , [SEP]w[T]i , [SEP]w[R]i , [EOS]}
(1) 270

For this experiment, we finetune the GPT-2 (Rad- 271

ford et al., 2018) model with commonly used hy- 272

perparameters. For training we use cross-entropy 273

loss as cost function. During inference, we first 274

calculate the normalized probability of w[bias ] con- 275

ditioned on the initial part of input and then append 276

the highest probable token to the input and generate 277

rest of the tokens till [EOS]. 278

We use BLEU-2 (Papineni et al., 2002) and 279

RougeL(Fmeasure) (Lin, 2004) as the metrics to 280

calculate the performance of the model for category, 281

target and implication of the comment text(Table 5) 282

and macro F1 as metric for bias evaluation(Table 3). 283

Performance for category generation is better than 284

other two variable as it has less ambiguity whereas 285

the low performance for implications show the vari- 286

ability in the annotation for implications. 287

5 Conclusion and Future Work 288

We have shown that identity attacks or hate speech 289

generally contain some kind of social bias or stereo- 290

types in them. However not all hate speech can 291

be labelled as biased. Some of them are merely 292

personal attacks. We observed that many times 293

detecting bias without context for the comment or 294

demographics information of the comment holder 295

makes the annotation much more challenging. Fil- 296

tering out such biases from hate speech is not a 297

trivial task. Our best model could only get an F1 298

score of 0.63. However, detecting these social bias 299

from toxic datasets, which are available in rela- 300

tively large amount, will be useful starting point 301

for social bias research in other forms of text. 302

At the time of inference, the problem of model 303

bias was also encountered. Merely the presence 304

of certain community words (Muslim, whites, etc.) 305

make model to label a comment as social bias. This 306

indicates that more sophisticated models along with 307

explainability tools are required to detect biases. In 308

the future, we would also like to expand the annota- 309

tion process and bias detection to more categories 310

along with implicit biases which are hard to be 311

detected by an AI model. 312
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A Appendix439

A.1 Ethical Considerations440

Our work aims at capturing various social biases in441

toxic social media posts and demonstrates the an-442

notation quality on biases in one of existing dataset.443

We also discuss the challenges we faced while do-444

ing the annotation of the dataset, specifically due445

to the absence of context for each instance in the446

dataset. Also, study of social biases come with eth-447

ical concerns of risks in deployment (Ullmann and448

Tomalin, 2020). As these toxic posts can create449

potentially harm to any user or community, it is450

required to conduct this kind of research to detect451

them. If done with precautions, such research can452

be quite helpful in automatic flagging of toxic and453

harmful online contents.454

Researchers working the problem of social bias455

detection on any form of text would benefit from456

the dataset we have collated and from the infer-457

ences we got from multiple training strategies.458

Limitations Our work currently considers only459

five types of social biases; not all other possible460

dimensions of bias. As discussed in section 5, our461

model sometimes predicts a comment as biased462

which has mentions of some community words but463

there is no potential harm in it.464

A.2 Annotator Demographics and Treatment465

Both the annotators were trained and selected466

through extensive one-on-one discussions, and467

were working voluntarily. Both of them went468

through few days of initial training where they469

would annotate many examples which would then470

Categories train dev test
bias 1848 246 371
neutral 401 53 81
race 921 117 188
religion 656 99 126
gender 95 11 19
lgbtq 237 26 46
political 98 10 16

Table 6: Distribution of different categories acros 3
splits of Train, Dev. and Test.

be validated by an expert and were communicated 471

properly about any wrong annotations during train- 472

ing. As there are potential negative side effects of 473

annotating such toxic comments, we used to have 474

regular discussion sessions with them to make sure 475

they are not excessively exposed to the harmful 476

contents. Both the annotators were Asian male and 477

were of age between 23 to 26. The expert was 478

an Asian female with post-graduation degree in 479

sociology. 480

A.3 More Details about Dataset 481

In the original dataset, the identity_attack label 482

show aggregated rating given by multiple annota- 483

tors if there is presence of hate towards any identity 484

group. So we decided to curate the dataset by con- 485

ditioning on the identity_attack label. We curated 486

3000 instances for bias detection with five possible 487

bias categories. Data was annotated with multiple 488

labels which have 120 unique words for target an- 489

notation across five categories. All categories and 490

corresponding target names are mentioned in table 491

1. 492

Out of 3000, out dataset has 2465 has bias anno- 493

tations ( 82% of dataset) and 535 are neutral(not 494

biased towards any identity). The number of in- 495

stances for each category across train, dev., test are 496

shown in table 6. 497

A.4 Training Details 498

A.4.1 BERT Training 499

We finetune 12 layer BERT base uncased with 500

batch size of 32 for two epochs. Max token length 501

of 64 is used. We also use a dropout layer in our 502

model. Adam optimizer with learning rate = 5e-05, 503

epsilon = 1e-08, decay = 0.01, clipnorm = 1.0 were 504

used. 505
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Figure 2: Hierarchical structure to annotate Bias and its Categories

A.4.2 GPT-2 Training506

We finetune GPT-2 with a training batch size of507

1, gradient accumulation step as 4, and 200 warm508

up steps. We experiment with learning rates of 2e-509

5,3e-5, 4e-5, 5e-5 with AdamW(Loshchilov and510

Hutter, 2019) optimizer and epochs of 5, 10, 20.511

Experiments were run with a single GeForce RTX512

2080 Ti GPU. Finetuning one GPT-2 model took513

around 40 minutes for 5 epochs.514

All of our implementations uses Huggingface’s515

transformer library(Wolf et al., 2020).516

A.5 Annotation Guidelines517

In the Jigsaw Unintended Bias in Toxicity Classi-518

fication Data, a comment is labelled for toxicity519

and its various sub-types such as severe_toxicity,520

obscene, threat, insult, identity_attack, sex-521

ual_explicit. All the values are between 0 and 1522

which represent the fraction of human raters who523

believed the attribute applied to the given comment.524

We followed a three level hierarchical annota-525

tion process to annotate this data for bias. In Level526

1, we filtered out all those instances for which527

identity attack values are greater than or equal to528

0.5. We choose identity attack as our filtering crite-529

ria because when someone attacks someones iden-530

tity(race,religion,gender, etc.) then he/she is proba-531

bly showing prejudice towards a community on the532

basis of its identity and therefore these attacks are533

highly biased.534

On further analysis, we found that not all iden-535

tity attacks are biased. Some of them were just536

personal attacks and few of them lacked context to537

be marked as biased . So, in Level 2, annotators538

were instructed to mark 1 if the comment has bias539

otherwise 0. Before this level, all the annotators540

were given definition of bias, i.e.541

Bias: Bias refers to being in favour or against/542

preference or prejudice towards certain individu- 543

als, groups or communities based on their social 544

identity (i.e., race, gender, religion etc.). Bias can 545

be 546

• positive or negative 547

• based on stereotypes: It is an overgeneral- 548

ized belief about a particular section of pop- 549

ulation or community. For example: “Asians 550

are good in maths” but other people are also 551

good in maths. 552

• Bias is an individual preference: For exam- 553

ple: if you hire an Asian for a job that also has 554

an equally qualified black applicant because 555

you think blacks are not as smart as Asians, 556

then this is bias. 557

If the comment was found to be biased in Level 558

2, then bias types and targets along with implied 559

meaning were annotated in Level 3. Otherwise 560

no further annotation were performed in Level 3. 561

Bias types and targets corresponding to each types 562

is already given in Table1. The whole three level 563

hierarchical scheme can be understood clearly by 564

the decision tree diagram shown in Figure 2 565
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